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The Spartans use late-inniIg
heroics, strong pitching to
shut the door on the Dons

Sarah McLachlan and Lisa
Loeb flaunt their girl power at
the Event Center Monday

Thursday
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SJSU faculty
take action;
plan ’holiday

Blasting out of the bunker

By Peggy Flynn
Staff Writer

\ILI!! It/1).11il

IIIolfer Jessica Krantz tries to hit her ball out of the bunker during Wednesday’s round of golf at Fort Ord at the San Jose State

It’s great weather for a faculty holiday.
Approximately 250 San Jose
State University faculty, including department chairs, are parpating in a CSU-wide "personal holiday campaig,n" as a
symbolic action to demonstrate
concern over current contract
negotiations.
The 24-campus CSU system
is currently negotiating a new
contract involving wage and
employment issues with faculty
The current three-year contract
expfres on June 30.
The campaign, beginning
Oiday and ending Wednesday.
involves faculty taking a personal holiday on a non -teaching
I. y. This will prevent the disruption of classes.
"Since this operation is symbolic, the objective is to have a
slightly ratcheted -up petition
drive," electrical engineering
professor Jack Kurzweil said.
"Bizarre as it may seem, (the
campaign, is a tactical device to
take a step that we thought had

some significance over just signing a petition."
Kurzweil said that the faculty
applications for personal holidays will be presented to the
CSU Board of Trustees’ meeting
next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Approximately 17,000 faculty,
the
with
conjunction
in
California Faculty Association
(faculty union representation 1,
reviewed and rejected initial
proposals offered by the CSU in
January
Among the proposals offered
are removing department chairs
from the bargaining unit and
eliminating the faculty salary
schedule in favor of open salary
ranges. Accord ing to Kurzweil,
who is also an active member
of
and former chapter president
It
the CFA, there is an 11.2 percent
faculty salary lag behind those
of comparable universities.
"We (the CFA’ think that this
contract is not going to be an
easy one," Kurzweil said. "We
are expecting tough negotiations."
Sam
CSU spokesperson
Strafaci said that the campaign
was "rnuch ado about nothing."
Scr Holiday. pug,. 8
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watit a baby but
Niany vntnen
carinot become pregnant are banking
teclumlogy for snlut inns, at:cm-ding
to Theresa Pittman, a San Jose State
University Annum and nurse practi11,,ner with 1-,ertilit% Physicians in
Pak Alto.
-Besides the ,-,,m111,,n
techimbigy is giving us a let of ways tt,
11,1,e bakes,- Pitt man said
in br
controver
About nne out of six 1.’S couples
are infertile. trcr.,orrliutt 1.o data collected by the Federal Trade Commission.
About 9 million women in the l’ilited
States used infertility services in
1995. according to Vital and Health
Statistics
Women who are able to carry a
pregnancy to full term, but an, unable
to provide the egg necessary for con( epti.,14. May find egg titillation as
Alternative to isdliption or finding a
procedure.
surragate
according to published medical
surgical
reports. riliiirt,s an ’TV,
ly r, moved from a dtmor’s ovary
egg is krlilizi,d in a pilri dish
by sperm from either the recipient’s
partner or a dim, Alter
cloys
thi.
egg %%all br

Ttn,

donor recipient several years ago
Pittman said the screening process
for both recipient and donor is very
important. The medical program consists (if a blood draw, an ultra-sound
and monitoring. The
donor also will be
required to give herself
daily injections into the
abdomen or thigh for
nine to 12 (lays. The
age .ind cans, intrr
injections will stimulate ovaries to produce
Mdyn Butterfield.
4,1 the Varni14.eggs
"This type of techin
Fertility
nology for forming families is not the norm in
society," Pittman said
thrinigh
egg
"II"
tions She hopes
"The participants need
to know and underr,eriii1
eve
donors through dither
stand all that
is
college
involved Some of the
tiseineids
women don’t even tell
niovspapers
their 0%411 mothers. Butterfield counsel Most doctors will
donors to ensure
-- Theresa Pittman
take a donor’s eggs only
an, aixiin, of the nal,
SJSU alumna three to five times
because ot the medical
Prospective recipimits
procedures involved.
usually prekr health%
according to Linda
Inniirs k
Fprosuri, a registered
share similar per,on
the
Fertility
nurse
at
and
Repriductive Health Institute in San
a wasinse The first conception by in vitro
nwthod was about 15 years ago, she
tli,, inkrtility fluid :dim. her
personal experience ;is an erg said

implanted in the mother’s (recipient)
uterus
’1’111, success rate ot the in vitro fertilization procedure can he about 50
percent. according to an article in
Nurseweek Magazine.
experts.
Infertilit

A

Besides the common way, new
technology is
ing us a lot of
ways to have
babies. The
newest choices
can be very controversial.

79

Shirley Woods, a nurse practitioner
at the San Jose State University
Student Health t’enter. counsels
patients who may seek fertility
advice.
"We ’Student Health Center, can
refer women tia reputable infertility
individual basis."
services on
Woods said. "And. it depends on her
tnstirance coverage"
Most insurance companies cover a
portion or tome of the medical expenses, according to Ferguson
The, recipient pays thc c.,nter’s fi,es
and the donor’s medical expenses in
ilddition to her own medical care
costs. Medical expenses .111(1 fees can
more. Ferguson
run up to SP4.0ou
said.
Although it is illegal te sell eggs in
California. according to Pittman.
donors are usually paid a
stipend
(huff rggs
"Women Wh,,
so utit of an altruistic concern to help
a woman who wants a lxitrx,- Pittman
said.
managet’armen Gates. an
ment infnrmation syskins student.
said if she was looking kr -I &qua. shr
wntild want to know ahem th.
health. intelligence ;Ind %\ Fiedler she
could hold a conversation with her
S111‘ C1/111(111.1 1111V1’ a
"The 411111i111.
baby, should be grateful tor the rest of
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Common sense
abandoned: zero
tolerance laws

Graduation day
and all that fuss:
forget ceremony
high
R,,member
schttol
graduat ten’ When you
got to sit and make fun
of e\eryone’s name as
Vi u W iii eu for your own
to be called? When you
walked across the stage
in a retarded cap and
gown draped over your
cheesy outfit, all the
Yvetta Anna Trejo while hoping you wouldn’t trip and fall and have
scattered
STAFF WRITER your teeth
everywhere? Well, that
was fun wasn’t it?
I used to think that graduation day in collegea tild be better than that experience. I
thouLht it would be glorious. I’d have tons of
friends iind foully in attendance. The sun
would k shining brightly. I’d have a new outfit And then we would party fbr the next two
days.
Well, that little fantasy will have to remain
exactly that a fantasy I’m starting to think I
should just return to my high school in June
and do it all over again.
( ;ruination here is no easy task. After seeing your adviser to make sure graduation is
even ptissible. you have to get his signature,
the director of your school’s signature, pay
$25 at the Cashier’s Office, register with the
Ctireer Planning and Placement Office and
have your application stamped and then submit .vour completed forms tind receipted application 1,, the Office of Admissions and
Records Don’t tirget about your minor forms
either. it’s almost the sante procedure.
The irritation doesn’t end there; you still
have to gt.t a cap and gown. When you finally
do make it to the stadium for the ceremony,
all .votir years of hard work (term papers,
exams, presentations, speeches, labs, finals,
internships. parties alld SO OD and So on I have
(1Will(111.11 &WTI tO a minute’s worth of
glory.
Yin ;ire lucky enough to sit among the sea
of other graduates and wait for your department to be called. When the time has arrived,
pal get to stand up and then sit down.
Congratulations, you’ve just graduated!
What’s even better. is that the 30 people
who ;tut ually film(’ a parking spot and came
to your commencement probably didn’t see a
bit of it !lb them, you and your fellow graduwhich collectively looked like a
ates were (stI
3-1.) Magic Eye poster. Chances are they were
clappi»,( and panting at someone else when
your department was announced.
A possible solution to this graduation day
nightmare is to participate in a smaller ceremony --anti as tletse oflired by certain departments, or even by some ethnic-based organizations At lea .t you will rective some individual rectignit.on and you will probably get
Pt say a in wards to those whom you would
Ilk e to thank
ur stay at StISt’ won’t be an unrecognized tine For at least tine time, you can be in
the .-Tot wilt

Today’s schotil conduct codes are
showing no mercy
to some students vdio
them
violated
have
unwittingly. This overret
action to juvenile acts
can only bring an educa
already
tion systent
bogged down with rules
to a standstill. A one -size fits-all punishment Iiir Carol Dillon
acts that are in no way
the same In scale makes
STAFF WRITER
little sense.
American peltwators
are jumping en masse on
the bandwagon of zero tolerance. This is a policy that, under the guise of student satity,
iniposes Draconian punishments fur violators
of drug or alcohol or weapon regulations. No
excuses will be tolerated. 11 is a lame attempt
to stop violence from spilling into classrooms
by issuing mandatory punishments for any
student who brings thugs nr kveaptitis to
school.
(hie example of tiverstemoin! the bounds of
common sense is the l’ex.t. I, !AI ,tispervittd fbr
carrying Advil ill her it ki,aek Another recent
1:3.vear-olil honors
news story rt.coutiled
student in Georgia wt is suspended from school
his
gift .
zero toleranct
The Federill Otin-l:ree Sehook Act cif 19114
was instrumental in -etting policies that
require immediate disciplinary action and/ur
expulsion for thnse wIt ’ul_ttt it. But as zero
tolerance policies become more widespread,
there is a debate about mandatory punish mint in cases where there is no intent to cause
harm. Thu policy does it allot, administrators to use their own disci...1111n when determining punishments.
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Tasteless greeting cards reach new low
Hallmark has finally come out
with a greeting card that Jack
Kevorkian would be proud of.
You’ll be able to find this new card
next April, presumably next to the few
remaining St. Patrick Day’s cards in a
section titled "suicide sympathy."
The card reads:
"When someone we love flies from
life, it’s so hard to understand. It’s
impossible to know just how much suffering there must have been. But our
compassionate Creator sees clearly into
what is beyond our understanding and
td ready has welcomed your loved one
home.., with love."
This should come as a welcome surprise to all those people who have been awkwardly
lbrced to actually deal with the emotional aftermath that follows most suicides.
It will be great. Instead of having to help Uncle
John and Aunt Judy deal with their little speed balling hellion who decided to suck on the working
end (if a .357 lacatise ht. couldn’t deal with rehab,
you’ll be able to just pop on down to the local drugstore, buy a card, slap a stamp on it and away it
will go. No messy tears need be shed.
You can feel good about haying done your part in
their emotional recovery fbr only $1.85.
But perhaps Hallmark hasn’t gone far enough.
Maybe what’s needed are a few cards that fitcus on
the individual acts of suicide such as gunshot
wounds, sleeping pills, hanging or even, my personal favorite, autoerotic asphyxiation.
Can’t you image how much Michael Hutchins
wife would have been helped had she received a
card that said:
Wt’re sorry for you’re loss,
and we’re happy to hear that at least he got Wu
good toss.
We heard they ’Mind hint hanging naked at the
hotel,
but according to the church, he’s probably burning in hell.

He loved it when he sang for 1NXS,
but he never figured he’d kill himself
for illicit sex.
Or maybe Courtney Love would have
gotten some relief if she had received
this card when her husband, Kurt
Cobain, committed suicide.
When someone you’ve done
blows their head off with a gun
imagine that’s Ws too much
ive
fiut
cleaning the wall, where his brains
were baked on by the sun.
We heard he sat fur several days, and
we’re sorry to hear it,
We can iniage that it didn’t ’smell like
teen spirit.’
The rumor is that it was heroin, not marijuana
that sent your boy Kurt off’ to nin,ana.
But rock stars aren’t the only ones who kill
themselves. Sometimes people kill themselves with
their own stupidity. Hallmark could have madethis card which could have been mailed to
Washington after the recent death of Sonny BODO.
We heard that Sonny aus doing just fine,
until he hml a little run-in with that pine.
People knew he loved to ski,
but things like this happen,
when you try to impersonate a Kennedy.
Now, we realize that hill Wati kind of slippery,
but what can you expect from an aging ex-hippie!
Touching, isn’t it’?
Who knows, maytai,Hallmark will also come out
with cards for mass suicides, ritual cult slayings
and victims of serial killers.
Won’t that be nice. No more dealing with the
actual problems and certainly no more trying to
stop these little social inconveniences from happening in the first place.
It’s the true blue All-American way of dealing
with these problems, isn’t it: Quick, easy and very,
very cheap.

Here are more examples if students who
1:3-viar-olil
violated the zero tolerance poli, y
sv,. ug ii
Oregon boy, punished tin. 1 al,
Scope: a seventh grader in \t’est Virginia siv;

ponied fin- sharing ci zinc lozenge witli a
friend; and the widely putilicized North
Carolina l’ilSt where a -ix-)ear-old was
charged with sexual hitrissnatit in kissing a
classmate.
Many critics nf zero t filer; ince say t hest. policies are there to appease parents, worried
about school safety. a t h tint gh,1-iuuntling nica
sures that ignore the true. sourcetc of the probv
lems. In ninny ways, the zero tolerance policies

in schools parillel the luny’. It "three strikes"
laws and mandatory sentencing rides
Texas Educat in Commit tee Chairman Ted
11;IS guidelines
!livens has created a hill
fitr these cases so authorities can tut logically,
utilizing prudence as well as the rule of law.
Mon. states need to litivt legislation enacted like the bill drawn up h.\ Riven:- That way,
educators can temper th,,ir punishments with
mercy instead of causing mis, Tv fur ally "411(INA whit inadvertently hreaks a rub’

Scott Shuey is the Spartan Daily managing editor,
llis column appears every Tuesday.

Carol Milan is a Spartan Maly quit rimer

Yvette Amur M’,’> is 0 Spartan Daily staff writer

Students need education concerning ’date rape drug’ danger
Ttn- drug Rohyptiol is dories-,
colorless, tastleless and leaves
no trace in a drink
But the impressinn it leaves on
someone’s lift. can be extremely
damagiIIV and lasting
Two students have reported to
the University Police Department
that they telt "weird- following
drinking at fraternity parties.
While feeling ti-Id following a
night of drinking is certainly nothing new, there are reasons for this
ft ’ling that go far tier old the average hangover
Rohypnol is one of these.
One student’s toxicology report
came back negative for Rohypnol,
while the results of the other student will not be completed for about

another week and-a-half.
Whether
Rohypnol is discovered in the
second student’s toxicology report or
not, the campaign to increase San
Jose State University students’
awareness regarding Rohypnol is
something that should continue.
Rohypnol is also known as
"roofies" or, more commonly as of
late, the "date rape drug."
The drug produces a sedative.
effect, muscle relaxation and amnesia.
The term "date rape drug" came
from roofies being slipped into
unsuspecting women’s drinks,
resulting in them passing out, often

being sexually
itssaulted and
only being able
to
remember
snippets, if anything, of the hours before.
We urge UPI) as well as the
Student Health Center, the residence halls and all members of
Greek lifi to continue to be vocal
regarding roofies whether the
second toxicology report comes back
negative or not.
Students need to be told to not
leave their drinks unguarded no
matter when- they are over and
over again.
Students need to be told not to
accept drinks from strangers until
it’s ingrained in their memories.

EDITORIAL

Students need to watch their
drink being poured or mixed even
if they know the people giving it to
them
until they wouldn’t even
consider doing anything eke.
Rohypnol is nothing to be taken
lightly.
Its repercussions are serious and
can be extremely severe.
But through education and protecting themselves. students can
take the necessary steps to ensure
that they won’t be waiting lbr the
results of toxicology reports to tell
them why they can’t remember several hours during their night of partying.
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Sparta Guide
Today
BEETHOVEN CENTER

’

Sale of music books, scores and
LP recordings Monday through
Friday from 1 - 5 p.m. in the
Beethoven Center, Wahlquist
Library North, Room 318. For more
information, call Patricia Elliott at
(408) 924-4590.
CENTER

more information, call Ilene at
(4081 441-6661.

SJSU THEATRE DEPARTMENT

STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

LATTER-DAY SAINTS

from BYU, will speak on
"Tolerating Intolerance" at

information, call Mary Gibboney at
(408) 924-4551 or the box office at

a.m. at the San Jose Institute at 66

OF

SCIENTOLOGY

Free lecture: "Use of the Tone
Scale" at 7:30 p.m. at 410
Cambridge Ave., Suite C, Palo Alto.
For more information, call Joe
Feshback at (650) 853-0602.
GAY, LESBIAN AND
BISEXUAL ALLIANCE

Discussion topic: "Gays Having
Straight Friends" at 3:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Guadalupe
Room. For more information, call
Juan Ramos at (408) 456-5058.

11:30

(408) 924-4555.

S. Seventh St. For more information, call (408) 286-3313.

SJSU WOMEN’S CLUB RUGBY TEAM
Practice from 4 - 5:30 p.m. at

LINGUISTICS AND LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Spartan Field followed by dinner
meeting at Pizza Jack’s. For more

Bake Sale from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
in front of the Student Union.
General meeting from 1 - 2:15

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

CHURCH

Koran Singh, a Sikh graduate

Stage production of "I Ain’t Yo’
Uncle" at 7 p.m. in the University
Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall. For more

information, call Lindsay
Robideaux at (408) 268-2749.

Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center,
across from the SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.

I 1)1 I ()k

Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(408) 924-4330.

RØsumØ critique from 2:30 - 4
p.m. in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at (408) 924-6034.

p.m. in the Art Building, Room 137.
For more information, call Julie at

THE LISTENING HOUR

(408) 924-4706.

Student highlights: voice,
French horn and double bass

PI

recital with music of Mozart,

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOR SOCIETY)

Beethoven, Massenet and Saint
Saens from 12:30 1:15 p.m. in the

Plato Club, a social for students
and professors at 8 p.m. at Waves,

Music Building Concert Hall. For
more information, call

(408) 924-

SIGMA ALPHA (NATIONAL

65 Post St. For more information,
call Marina at

(408) 924-5570.

4631.

SJSU THEATRE DEPARTMENT
TSUNAMI ANIME CLUB
Weekly meeting, new members

Stage production of "I Ain’t Yo’
Uncle" at 7 p.m. in the University

welcome at 7 p.m. in Old Science,

Theatre, Hugh

Room 164. For more information,
call Yoon at (408) 279-3338.

Euell, dramaturg for "I Ain’t Yo’
Uncle," will be speaking immediate-

Gillis Hall. Kim

ly after the performance. For more
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER

information, call Mary Gibboney at

"Women’s Week" panel discussion on violence against women
from 10:30 a.m. - noon in the

(408) 924-4551 or the box office at
(408) 924-4555.

Saturday

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL

Student Union’s Council Chambers.

HONOR SOCIETY

For more information, call Rizwana

BETA ALPHA Psi

Meeting at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Almaden Room. For more
information, call Sarah at (408)
294-4382.

at (408) 924-8751.

Free tax preparation by
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance in
conjunction with the IRS from 12 3:30 p.m in the Business
Classrooms, Room 309. For more
information, call (408) 924-3495.

Friday
BEETHOVEN CENTER

Sale of music books, scores and
JAPAN CLUB

Weekly meeting, new members
welcome at 2 p.m. in Sweeney Hall,
Room 344. For more information,
call Yoon at (408) 279-3338.

LP recordings Monday through
Friday from 1 - 5 p.m. in the
Beethoven Center, Wahlquist

Stage production of "I Ain’t Yo’

information, call Patricia Elliott at

in the University
Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall. For more
information, call Mary Gibboney at
(408) 924-4551 or the box office at
(408) 924-4555.

)(EMS 00.5FM
A.S. presidential debate with all four candidates from 5 - 6 p.m. in Hugh Gillis
Hall, Room 132 with "on -air" call in
at (408) 924-5757. For more information, call Arquimedes at (408)
924-7099 or (408) 279-3536.
First "Naked Radio"

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center,
across from the SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at

(408) 938-1610.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT

LINGUISTICS & LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Bake sale from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
in front of Student Union. For more
information, call Julie at (408) 9244706.
Pas-Mso cum
Weekly meeting with guest
speaker to talk about sports medicine at 12:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall,
Room 345. For more information,
call Shu at (408) 938-0581.
SCHOOL

OF

ART AND DESIGN

Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art

We’re

of
clothing, please call Rafael at (408)
286-6835 or Martha at (408) 3901118.

SJSU WOMEN’S CLUB RUGBY TEAM
Game vs. Monterey Bay at 11
a.m. at Spartan Field. For more
information, call Lindsay
Robideaux at (408) 268-2749.

AKBAYAN

Sunday
OF SJSU

Pilipino Cultural Night dance
practice from 2 - 6 p.m. in the pit.
For more information, call James at
(408) 291-0680.

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
Picnic from 2:15 - 4:30 p.m. at
William Street Park (but meet at
Esther’s apartment first.) For more
information, call Esther Mar at

(408) 298-4693.
CHURCH

OF

SCIENTOLOGY

7:30
p.m. at 80 E. Rosemary St. For
Free film: "Orientation" at
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"General Hospital," Cynthia Watros of
"Guiding Light" and Kim Zimmer of
"Guiding Light."
"The Rosie O’Donnell Show," with 13 nominations, had more than any non -soap opera.
O’Donnell is up against "The Oprah Winfrey
Show," which will compete for its fifth consecutive Emmy as best talk show. Other
nominees are "Leeza," "Live with Regis and
Kathie Lee" and "The View.*
The soap opera best actor nominees were:

NEW YORK (AP) - Perennial Emmy
loser Susan Lucci has yet another chance to
break her string of bad luck.
Lucci on Wednesday received her 18th
Daytime Emmy Award nomination as best
actress for the role of Erica Kane on ABC’s
"All My Children."
To get the win, she will have to beat out
soap opera nominees Eileen Davidson of
"Days of Our Lives," Jacklyn Zeman of

David Canary of "All My Children," Anthony
Geary of "General Hospital," Kin Shriner of
"Port Charles," Eric Braeden of "The Young
and the Restless"; and Peter Bergman of
"The Young and the Restless."
"All My Children," "Days of Our Lives,"
"General Hospital" and "The Young and the
Restless" were nominated for best daytime

drama.
The awards will be given out May 15 in a
ceremony on NBC.

Reporter receives thanks; job well done
The Financial Aid Office
wishes to express its appreciation of Margaret Bethel’s
article "Student loan rate formulas irk lenders." (3/10/98)
She did an outstanding job
of digesting and distilling an

T just read the story on Terry
’Christensen who was recently selected as Outstanding
Professor for 1998, and would
like to add to the chorus of congratulations.
It was 22 years ago that I
took a medley of political science classes from Christensen
that were required of journalism students.
As a working journalist, I
have found these classes invaluable, especially the senior seminar in political research.
The course required that students do research in the law
library, use microfiche to
research issues that were
reported in publications and
dissect a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area for demographic and political research.
It was hard, time-consuming
and tedious work. I remember
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Los Angeles County.
The very first thing I did was
bury myself in the library,
researching issues with the
skills I developed in that class. I
poured over years of microfiche
so I could know what I was
about to cover as a government

reporter.
After sufficient research, I
felt comfortable enough so I
could write accurate stories
with exacting nut graphs.
I have also helped several
Hispanic publications develop
home distribution strategies
using the ability to dissect an

don’t we just let the
Wy
Illian do his job? I’m so sick
of all the fuss over President
Clinton’s personal life. What he
does (or who he does) on his own
time is of no concern to me, just
as long as he is doing his job
well.
Kenneth Starr and the rest of
the right-wingers should stop
wasting time and tax dollars
and let the president get back to
work on the important issues
that affect our lives.
Nowhere in the Constitution
does it say that the commander
in chief has to set a moral example for the rest of us.
Besides, if we want to talk
morality, which is least ethical:
a sexual indiscretion or something like selling arms to Iran
in order to fund covert operations in Central America?
Clinton may be a womanizer,
but I doubt if he has blood on
his hands the way our last two
leaders do.
As the chief executive officer,
the president is technically the
same as any Silicon Valley CEO.

Ringo raises funds
LONDON (AP) - Ringo Starr is hoping
he can boost donations to a cancer charity
with a little help from his friends.
The 57-year-old former Beatle appealed to
Britons on Wednesday to give generously to
the Marie Curie Cancer Care’s $53 million
Golden Daffodil appeal.
His appeal came a year to the day he lost
his mother-in-law to the disease.
Starr hopes to persuade people to buy one
of the charity’s golden daffodils rather than
spend the money on a lottery ticket.
Starr’s daughter, Lee, now 27, suthired a
brain tumor two years ago but has recovered. His first wife, Maureen, died of
leukemia in 1995.
"It’s terrifying. You don’t want it to happen
and you don’t believe it," he. said.

He is there to serve the best
interests of the people who put
him there - hopefully without
distractions.
The American people are the

stockholders, and so far our
stock seems to be skyrocketing.
We’re in the best shape we’ve
been in for more than 30 years.
I’ve never heard of the CEO
of any other corporation being
scrutinized this way: threatened with impeachment or
indictment for having an affair.
The White House has never
been a temple of virtue. As
many as 11 past presidents
have had alleged affairs, and
they didn’t have to endure the
attacks Clinton has.
I wonder why? It seems to me
there are many people who areout to get Clinton.
Starr was authorized to
investigate Monica Lewinsky’s
story in accordance with the
case of Paula Jones. Jones’ case
is now being handled by the
Rutherford Institute-, a nonprofit legal defense organization associated with the far
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forth. Children or for "English Only?"
Keynote: Bill Chavez, Chief of Staff to State Senator Richard

Potaneo

Envisioning Schools that Work
From Visions to Realities: Creating Schools that
Work

Free and Open to the Public
Booth Auditorium, Boalt Hall School of Law, UC-Berkeley Campus
For details call

(510)

dissecting the same voter
precincts allowed me to enterprise many electoral follow-up
stories as a government reporter.
It was then that I realized
how
great
an
instructor

Chistensen was and still is on
campus. I no longer cursed him
under my breath.
In fact, I have had and still
have nothing but praise for
Christensen.
To the selection committee: A
job well done.
To Dr. T: Thank you for the
skills to make it as a reporter in
the highly competitive world of
journalism.
John Lucero, Jr.
Spanish

642-9351 or e-mail wel)sweluclink4.berkeleyedu

right fringe of the Religious
Right and run by John W.
Whitehead - a friend of Jerry
Falwell.
Falwell peddles videos and
other material which accuse
Clinton of being involved with
drug smuggling and murder,
among other things.
Falwell’s stories are then disseminated through media outlets owned by his buddy
Richard Mellon Scaife.
And finally, Scaife is a primary funder of Pepperdine
University, where Starr hats
that dream job waiting for him.
Something stinks of conspiracy to me, and the smell seems
to he coming from somewhere to
the right.
It also sounds like a giant
waste of money and a huge distraction fiir the president when
I’m sure he has more important
matters to attend to.
Mitch Cartwright
journalism

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBt
Under the Army’s
IDan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

Promoting Failure.

Panel 2 (1100 am) Education at the Ballot Box: Is the Unz Initiative

university Avenue, suite 8,

(next to Blockbuster)
.falo Alto

SMSA via voter precincts. Also,

Attem%

pangLIAKimi) Institutional Tools: Facilitating Success or

12:00 pm)
Pansl 4 (3:45

Richard Pfaff
Assistant Director

A computer was nimething on TV from a science. fiction show
A window was sunlit lung you hated to clean and ram WaS COUSII1 to a goat
Meg was the name of my girlfriend and gig was your thumb upnght
Now they all mean different things. and that mega bytes
Memory was something that you lost with age. a CD was a bank account
And if you had a .1 I 2 inch floppy you hoped no one found out
Compress was something VOU ifid hi garbage. not something you did to., file
And Sou unzipped MIN thaw in public V1111111,4. inj.eil to a while
big on was adding wood to the
hint drive %las a long trip on the road
A 1111/11,41’ 11:11i W;is a here a MM..’ !Wed. a backup happened to your commode
Cut you (1111 (0( h pOrkt(t knite paste you did with glue
A web was a vider’s home. and virus was the du

Featuring Speakers From: UCLA & UC Berkeley Graduate Schools of
Education, Boalt Hall School of Law, Central Legal de la Raze, MALDEP,
California Latino Civil Rights Network, California Legal Assistance
Foundation, California State Dept. of Education, San Jose Unified School
District, UC Berkeley Dept. of Ethnic studies.

panel 3

Sincerely,

Remember when:

Presented by La Raza Law Journal, Boalt Hall School of Law
March 14, 1998

’The Beal Sandwich 143u7I Ever Eal ’
At cww 300 locations Monona**

read such an informative and
well-written article.

Right-wing conspiracy targets Clinton

Educating California: All Our Children

135W. Saila Clete SI
(one space from Sletecks)
14, (Ian, lo 13 pm
SW March 13

1400439-6M

cursing Christensen under my
breath because it was so much
work.
However, when I began working with the Los Angeles Daily
News, I was assigned to cover
Agoura Hills and Westlake
Village, two cities in northern

La Instruccion de California: Para Todos Nuestros Hijos
A symposium on Education and the Law

Canal:Wee owe be oulgolna and eriloy
literrellnp wet CUS101110111 ((you dernanci
the highest quality In prockel ere service.
come lea with us al:

OF THEIR HERITAGE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-28YRS,
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE,
CALL STEPHANIEOFFC
Also Asian Donors Needed

immense amount of highly
technical and complicated data.
She obviously did her homework, interviewed her sources,
and most importantly, accurately reported her findings.
It was a real pleasure to

Student praise for outstanding professor

Ijnplt()

Opening Soon at San Pedro Square!
Hinng Part-Time Empioyees
for AN Positions

Frl

Uncle" at 7 p.m.

looking for traditional

dress from Latin America. If you
know someone who has this type

Lucci needs luck

IlUj1

SJSU THEATRE DEPARTMENT

Library North, Room 318. For more
(408) 924-4590.

I)) Jill

up to a $6.5,(XX) limit.
The offer applies to Perkins IDans, Stafford IDans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
Coll: (408) 258-7185

ARM BE ALL
YOU CAN BE,
goarmy corn
vW/V4
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SJSU
raps
Dons
By J eremiah Oshan
Scat’ Writer

A strong pitching performance is just what the San Jose
State University baseball team
needed Tuesday, according to
coach Sam Piraro.
That is exactly what they got,
as Christian Cooper paced the
Spartans to an 8-3 victory over
the University of San Francisco
Dons (16-6).
"We knew if we didn’t play
well that USF would beat us
soundly," Piraro said. "Cooper
ate up some quality innings for
us. We really needed to save
some arms for the series (against
New Mexico) this weekend."
Cooper, who went into the
game without a victory and with
an ERA approaching seven,
struck out 10 while giving up
only two runs in seven and a
third innings.
The game however, was much
closer than the final score indicated.
The No. 29 Spartans (16-6)
trailed 2-1 going into the home
half of the sixth inning.
In the top half of the inning
the Dons were able to put two
runs on the board after a close
call at first that would have
ended the inning.
The sixth inning began ominously with a walk to Josh
Goldfield and became more foreboding after back-to-back singles
by USF"); Pat Walsh and Tony
Hurtado that loaded the bases
for the he
of the lineup with
one mit

IIce is Kart. Spirton Dmil.
Mike Wright, Spartan catcher, slides safely around University of San Franciso Don
third baseman Greg Oman i as assistant coach Scott Hertler signals to the umpire that
Cooper looked as if he had
worked out of the jam when he
induced a weak grounder to second, but the runner was called
safe dashing the hopes of a
double play.
An angered S,JS1’ first baseman, Kyle. Richardson. pleaded
his case to the umpire. lost in the.
confusion was Walsh sneaking
home for the second run of the
-That really pumped me up,"
said Cooper. who went on to
strike out the next five hatters.
It also worked to awaken the

Spartan bats.
SJSU’s Tony James started
the rally in the bottom of the
sixth with a one out single to
left. Third baseman Casey
Chteshier looked like he might
have given the Spartans the
lead, but his offer died just short
of the left-field bullpen. After
James finind himself on second
due tie a wild -pitch, Richardson
redeemed his mental lapse with
a double off the end of thee bat,
allowing James to score.
Richardson would later come
around to score, hustling around

third on a Rob Douglass single to
left making the. score :3-2 and
prompting the fifth Don pitcher
to be brought in.
"I felt like it was my fault
that the Dons had taken the
lead)." said Richardson. "Even
though it lam call at first )
worked out well, I would have
rather gotten the call."
The. Spartans adde.d two more
runs in the seventh.
Mike Wright lead of the
inning by legging out a triple to
right center, made. even more
impressive after catching for
_Le
1 1 ONARDO

Women’s hoops coach receives
extension, thumbs up from Bell
By Mark Gomez
Writer

Karen Smith has received a
vote of confidence from her new
boss, San Jose State University
Athletic Director Chuck Bell.
Bell confirmed on Wednesday
that Smith, the SJSU women’s
basketball coach whose. contract
expires this season, has received
a one-year (extension. Bell added
no
although
that,
formal
announcement was made, he has
given her his support for next
season.
"I met with Karen and told
her we wanted her to be successful next year," Bell said. "We’ve
given her that opportunity. I told
her I wanted to help her make
the team be successful."
Smith will be entering her
seventh season at the helm of
the women’s program, with a
record of 47-115.
Last season, SJSU finished 6-

Rose may have
violated ban
SARASOTA (AP)
Pete
Rose, banned from organized
baseball since a gambling investigation in 1989, apparently violated the ban today by addressing the Cincinnati Reds’ minor
leaguers for nearly an hour.
Rose, baseball’s career hits
leader, gave an impromptu
motivational speech to nearly
100 minor leaguers, including
son Pete Jr., an infielder with
the Reds’ Indianapolis farm
club.
Rose received permission in
advance from the Reds to watch
his son work out, but there was
no prior indication he would
speak
to
the
players.
Commissioner’s
office
spokesman Rich Levin had said
Rose was welcome in camp as
long as he was treated like any
other fan.
"Anywhere a fan can go, he
can go," Levin said Monday.
"He’ll be treated just
like any fan," Reds managing
executive John Allen said.

21. 2-12 in the Western Athletic
Conference.
"I’m really. really (excited
about next year," Smith said.
"From the conversations I’ve had
with him ( Bell(, I think he’s the
right man for the job."

66
From the conversations I’ve had with
him (Bell), I think
he’s the right man
for the job.
Karen Smith
SJSU women’s
basketball coach

99

Wright was safe. The 8-3 victory over the Dons was made possible by SJSU plating two
runs in the sixth and seventh innings and three in the eighth.

DiCAPRIO

seven innings. His hustle was
rewarded with a wild -pitch,
allowing him tie score.. SJSU
added a second run on Brian
Forman’s second sacrifice. fly of
the. night, driving in Ryan
Brucker, who had doubled earlier in the inning.
With the score 5-2, the lead
proved precarious.
Cooper started off strong,
striking out the leadoff hatter,
but walked the next batter.
When Piraro called reliever Jeff
Baker from the bullpen, Cooper’s
night was finished. A single by

R1RD

10I1N

RIMY

IRONS

Walsh allowed the tying run to
the plate, all of a sudden
Cooper’s victory was in doubt.
But Baker settled down and
sealed the victory.
A three. run eighth for the
Spartans essentially ended the
game. Spartan hurler Brian
(:reene came into close the game
and set the table for the
Wednesday night match up with
No. 1 ranked Stanford Cardinal.
"We’d like to win for the school
and community," said Piraro.
"But you don’t get five wins for
it, it’s still just one game."
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Smith also said she greatly
appreciates the support she is
receiving from Bell.
"I think it’s wonderful," Smith
said.
The team will return all but
one starter, senior forward
Michelle Hanson, from last season.
Smith and her staff have
signed three recruits, and hope
tie sign one more.
"Recruiting is going well,"
Smith said, adding she could not
comment further on the future
Spartans.
Smith will lead SJSU into its
third season in the Western
Athletic Conference. Last season, the Spartans finished last in
the WAC.
In the 1996-97 season, Smith
led SJSU to a 10-18 record and a
berth in the WAC tournament.
"We’ve got a young team and
hopefully get things turned
around and get them in the WAC
tournament," Bell said.
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S artans soak in sun at Invitational
Duke, ASU golfers battle to 18th hole before
Blue Devil Chuasiriporn pulls away for victory;
SJSU team finishes ninth in its own tourney
stroke lead into the final hole.
Both golfers parred the 18th
hole, giving the Blue Devil,
Chuasiriporn, the win.
Arizona’s Heather Graff falGood weather was about all
the San Jose State University tered late and wound up tied
women’s golf team could point to with Park.
Molly Cooper finished the
and be proud of.
The Spartans finished in highest of the five SJSU golfers
ninth place in their own tourna- with a 2-over-par, 245.
"I haven’t seen much consisment. There were 11 teams in
tency during the tournament,"
the field.
SJSU finished 63 shots Eric Arnold, SJSU golf coach
behind team winner Arizona said. "I’ve seen our team hit
State University, Wednesday some bad shots, then come back
afternoon at the 15th annual and hit a few good ones."
The other four Spartans,
San Jose State University
three of whom
Invitational at
are freshmen,
the Fort Orddidn’t fare much
golf
Bayonet
better. Monica
course
in
Stratton finished
Seaside.
29 -over -par,
While
the
Jessica Krantz
host team didfinished 26 shots
n’t fair too well,
above
par,
spectators got
Georgina
to see one of the
Simpson was 28
biggest college
over and Cecilia
rivalries in the
A fzelius-Alm
nation played
Parks
Grace
brought up the
out on the back
nine.
Arizona State golfer rear at 42-overpar.
"We
don’t
"We
didn’t
hate each other
play
well,"
as individuals,
Cooper
said.
but as a school,
"None of us
it’s a different
story," ASU’s Grace Parks said. played well. I’m not sure why
"ASU and Arizona are huge because we’ve played well up to
the tournament."
rivals."
As early as last Sunday, tourParks trailed by three shot
going into the final day of the nament organizers were worried
three-day tournament, but even that the tournament might sufa 2-under 72 couldn’t vault her fer the same fate as the AT&T
higher than a tie for second Pebble Beach Pro-Am did six
weeks earlier. It was postponed
place.
ASU entered the final round because of heavy rain. But 70
just two strokes ahead of the degree weather and clear skies
Wildcats, but as the final round during the three-day tournawent on, Arizona started to fade. ment were what golfers got.
"I was in a panic, but the
ASU finally finished six shots up
weather couldn’t have been beton Arizona.
Individually, the Sun Devils ter," Arnold said.
With Fort Ord nearly two
and the Wildcats again went
head-to-head along with Duke’s hours from the SJSU campus,
Jenny Chuasiriporn for the top the Spartan golfers had little
practice on the course, making it
spot.
A three-putt by Park on the hardly seem like a home course
17th hole put a damper on her to many of the golfers.
"We didn’t play this course at
comeback
and
allowed
Chuasiriporn to take a one - all." Afzelius-Alm said.
By Anthony Perez
Assistant Sports Editor

We don’t hate
each other as individuals, but as a
school, it’s a different story
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Jessica Krant2 blasts her way out of the bunker on the eighth hole at Fort Ord’s Bayonet course Wednesday. She shot an 83, finishing 34th.

Above: Buried behind
trees, SJSU golfer
Jessica Krantz tries to
get her ball back onto
the fairway during
Wednesday’s round of
golf in Fort Ord.
Left: Georgina
Simpson chips up to
the green on the sixth
hole. She shot a 79 on
the day, 250 for the
three day tournament.
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STUDENT ELECTIONS ARE JUST AROUND .4
He prepared to ote - Check our mailbox for
the oter Information Cnitle and don’t forget to

VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
Wednesday, March 18th
Thursday, March 19th

POLLING LOCATIONS:
Clark Library 9am-8pm
Student Union 9am-8pm
MacQuarrie Hall 9m-2pm
Gr.t$ son Iiist. .Sibir idol 11,11h
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McLachlan, Loeb sell out in Sj
By Mindy Leigh Griser
Nutt Writer

Your guide to movies,
concerts and events
for the coming week.
Enjoy.
Thursday, March 12
The Crystal Method and
Propellerheads bust heads
and beats at an all ages show
at the WaffleId in San
Fransisco, proving that electronic music has truly become
mainstream. This isn’t a rave
so leave your stupid "Cat in
the Hat" caps at home. A wide
variety of drugs are acceptable, however.
Thursday, March 12
Just in time for St. Patrick’s
Day. Guinness presents
Olympic -style boxing pitting
the U.S.A. against Ireland at
Civic
Jose
San
the
Auditorium. It’s amateur boxing, but it’s still people kicking the crap out of each other.
which is always fun. At the
%Try least it will be a preview
of what downtown San Jose.
will be like on the night of the
17th.
Friday, March 13 Leo mania! Leo-mania! I don’t
know about you, but I got the
fever. Anyway. "The Man in
the Iron Mask" opens nationwide, starring Jeremy Irons,
John Malkovich and, of
course, Leonardo DiCaprio.
DiCaprio plays an 18th century European king with a
special secret; he’s got a twin
brother! It’ll definitely be
enough to keep pubescent
girls hot and sweaty under
the covers at night until his
next movie. Apparently.
Friday the 13th is truly a day
filled with had luck for everyone.
Friday, March 13
Opening night tier the
American Musical Theatre of
San Jose’s two-week run of
"City of Angels" at the Center
for the. Pet-fin-ming Arts. It’s a
musical comedy. it’s a spoof of
1940s detective. novels, it’s all
that and a bag of chips.
Friday, March 13 The
band Fastball comes to the
Cactus Club in downtown
San Jose in support of their
new album, "All the Pain
Money Can Buy." They’re
front Austin, Texas, but don’t
hold that against them. They
sing rock ’n roll, but they
don’t wear big belt buckles or
10 -gallon hats or nothing.
Saturday, March 14
Fresh from accepting their
BA MMIE
Award
for
Outstanding Lounge/Swing/
Cabaret Artist, Lee Press-On
and the Nails swing on by the
Catalyst in Santa Cruz. If you
go, ask them how the hell
they fit all that on the trophy.
Tuesday, March 17 It’s
the official lush holiday, St.
Patrick’s Day. To celebrate,
eat something green, drink
something green and then
smoke. something green. After
that, go downtown and get
into a bench-clearing brawl at
one of our lovely pseudo-Irish
pubs. Throw barstools, slur
your words and urinate on a
building as you leave. Go
ahead, have fun, it’s a perfect
excuse to go drinking on a
Tuesday night.

It was quite an emotional
roller coaster for the 4,667 peowho attended Sarah
ple
McLachlan and Lisa Loeb’s soldout concert Monday night in the
Event Center at San Jose State
’neversity.
As McLachlan said, "Tonight
we are going to explore the love
that should have been, could
have been, and would have
been. And that’s exactly what
she did, taking her audience’s
emotions up and then rolling
them back down.
for
opened
Loeb
Lisa
McLachlan, performing five.
heartfelt songs and entertaining
the. crowd with her personal
commentary about relationships.
"I actually came here. just to
see Lisa Loeb," said Jennie
Weston, who came from Modesto
tee see the show. "I love her personality. She’s funny and her
lyrics pertain tee real life’."
Decked out in all black.
McLachlan looked like. she could
have been mourning love, but
with her husband, drummer
Ashwin Sexed, performing right
on stage. with her, her expression
was more. about the. celebration
of love..
From amid the estrogen charged crowd during Loeb’s
performance emerged a fairly
diverse audience. by the time
McLachlan came on.
"Her theme of love and
breakups along with her lyrics
speak to all sexes and all ages."
said Margee Bond, an attendee
of Monday’s concert.
McLachlan sang a variety of
songs from all four of her
albums. Her debut album,
"Touch" made. her famous in her
native Canada. "Solace" came
next and was released in 1991.
Then, after going on tour, she.
began working on "Fumbling
Towards Ecstasy."
Hellttrib* album, "Surfacing,"
earned her two Grammri this
year for best pop vocal [writermance ("Building A Mystery"(
and best pop instrumental per-
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Tonight we are
going to explore
the love that
should have been,
could have been,
and would have
been.
Sarah McLachlan,
singer

77
fiermance ("List Dance").
McLachlan is known her her
golden voice and the. sweet lovefilled lyrics that she writes.
"It’s unreal that those sounds
come out of her mouth," said
Judy Mahtaban, a philosophy
major at Stanford University.
Last year, McLachlan created
Lilith Fair, the first-ever music
festival tee headline all female
musicians.
Lilith Fair’s seven -week, 37date Ni ri it American tour
reportedly grossed more money
than any other American tour of
that year at $18 million.
A second I.ilith tour is reportedly
in
the. works
and
Natalie
has
McLachlan
Merchant. the. Indigo Girls,
Erykah Bathe, Sheryl Crow and
Sinead O’Connor confirmed to
perform.
Lilith Fair helped show that
an all-fi.male concert could be
successffil
People seem tee enjoy the. freedom eel interpreting McLachlan’s
lyrics for themselves.
"I was immediately drawn in
by her sound," said Jason Sidell,
a freshman at ITC Santa Cruz.
"You can really comprehend her
feelings and emotions just by listening to her voice."

By Carol Dillon
Shin
r

It is hard to stop Jack
Nicholson once he’s in front of a
camera. "As Good as It Gets" is
no exception.
Nicholson plays an obsessive-compulsive neurotic living in New York City who
gays,
hates everyone
women, basically anyone
not him. The boorish attitude might become tiresome from another actor, t
but Nicholson is able to
pull it off.
His character, Melvin
Udall, writes romance novels for women. When questioned how he has such an
insight int() the female
mind, he says, "I think of a
man and then I take away
reason and accountability."
That misogynist flavor is
a great set-up for the inception of a relationship with
Cartel (Helen Hunt), the local
waitress. She waits on
him, but she doesn’t ,
take his ranting without striking back.
When he dares tee
insult her asthmatic
son
war begins.
Unless he takes back
the remark there
will be hell to pay. Hell
in this instance means no
more meals for Melvin. Rather
than starve, he begrudgingly
backs down and a truce is called.
Melvin’s neighbor is a gay

artist, Simon (Greg Kinnear),
who has a dog that Melvin
abhors. When Simon is beaten
up one day. Melvin is coerced
into taking care. of the mutt.
relationship
A
strange.
begins to develop between
’ man and latest, while Carol
and Simon join forces to gang
up on Melvin.
Directed by James
Brooks, the script develops the characters in
ways the audience can
empathize with. Caring
for the dog serves as a
catalyst for Melvin to
begin relating to pe(ople.
When he starts to help
Carol’s son with medical
treatment, we begin to see
his redemption. First with
dogs, then kids, Nicholson
realizes his neighbors offer
him something he has never
feelhad before human
ing.
It is dear that Melvin
has been destined by the
filmmakers to become a
better man. Hunt’s
character is miles
away from her TV persona and brings tenderness to her role as
a mother coping
with her child’s illness. Together the
two form one of the
more interesting combinations seen on the big screen.
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Sarah McLachlan performed songs from her new album, "Surfacing," and old favorites from previous
albums live at the Event Center Monday. The show was sold out as are most of her upcoming shows.
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If "Boogie Nights" fans had
;my questions why M;irk
Wahlberg had to wear a 13 -inch
prosthetic penis to play his
character. "Dirk Diggler." then
old school porn star John
Iiihnes answered them,
I lolmees ;end his freakish 13 inciter starred in a double feature. of late. ’70s purities billed
"Thee Real ’Boogie Nights by
the Towne 3 movie theater in
Santa Clara last weekend.
Thee l’amous porn steer, who
inspired "Boogie Nights" and
starred in over 500 movies
before he died from AIDS in
1988, proved that some nun are
bigger than others.
And tee rub it in, the movies
were in 3-D, something the average -sized man 16.25 inches,
acccerding to Playboy magazine)
doesn’t need to see poking hint
in the eye.
The movies, "Disco Dolls in
lied t Skin. 3-I)" and "M 3-D’ The
Movie," traced the roots of m(x1ern pornography: low budget
Ii lming, failed one-liners, overly
faked (erg:isms and (ejaculations
that go for distance -- in 3-1).
The rtilr (rally MOVivs had it all,
including ei not -so-stereotypical
porn crowd for an audience.
’flue porno nostalgia attracted

about till people. to the smut
showcase.. The audience. consisted of mostly groups of friends,
both male and female, in their
20s. However, there were a few
(eld perverts by themselves,
looking like potential Pee-Wee
Hermans. There were also a few
older couples who 1(x)ked like
they were in the wrong theater,
especially considering that the
Award -nominated
Academy
movie "L.A. Confidential" was
playing next door.
The audience made the
movies interesting. Hearing
some of the audience members’
reactions and comments about
the horrible acting and graphic
sex shown on the screen was
comedy.
Whether it was a scene where
the nymph() sounded like a
chimpanzee while she faked a
two-minute orgasm or Holmes
showing one of the actresses
who her daddy was, someone in
the audience had a wisecrack.
There were also the sex
scenes that were cut so the
actors could take off their
clothes. Obviously, low-budget
porn directors, who film movies
in their garages and backyards,

don’t mess around; showing
footage of people taking off their
clothes takes too much time and
money. The audience had a field
day ripping this amatuerish
editing.
The failed porno humor was
also ridiculed. For example,
when porn actor "Chick" had a
talk with his psychiatrist about
how he became impotent, he
said, "(My family) was so poor
when I was a kid growing up
that if I didn’t wake up with an
erection, I had nothing to play
with."
It’s amazing that pornos even
try for dialogue outside of
talking dirty and plots. The
transitions between sex scenes
are the strangest things about
pornography. Who cares about
the stupid plot? Most of the people there wanted to see dirty,
kinky sex in strange positions
with toys.
This attitude was summed up
during "M 3-D The Movie!"
when there was a drought in
sex. One of the audience members said, "This is too clean for
my filth."
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

SMM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
Los Gatos Swim and Racquet
Club. Must have CPR. First Aide,
and Lifeguard training certificate.
WSI preferred for instructors.
Need experienced Children’s
Swim Team Asst, Coach. Apply in
person, 14700 Oka Road, Los
Gatos. CA. (4081356-2136.

EMPLOYMENT

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!

MOVEMENT EDUCATION Ineauctois
fix ages 6 nxr 5 yrs. Classes are with
ti without parents. Skills needed
to lead group include songs, games.
’unite basic turnbirng & &mastics.
variety of times & days available.
Call Pat at 408 370 1877x16
Southwest YMCA.

TECHNICAL WRITER Position
available 5 hours per week. $10
per hour. Must be enrolled in
SJSU School of English. Contact
the Student Union Director’s Office,
9246310.

PART-TIME WORKER wanted for
Tableware store inside of Yaohan
Plata (Saratoga & Moorpark).
Japanese speaker preferred. Carl
.108 253 8185 for details.

INTERNET SOLUTIONS COMPANY
Seeks HTML & Java Programmers.
No expenence nec. but knowledge
of HTML and indepth knowledge
of C a plus. Flex schedule. 10-20
INSURANCE COMPANY needs hrs/week. Rates: $12+ but neg.
rielp with filing, copying and mailing. based on skill & exp. Resumes to
lien hours al $9/hour. Please contact alli@imservice.com or fax to 650328-4350. Prefer CS major/minor.
Kelly Ratta 408/453.2130.
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line, Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
office work. shipping & receiving.
Team player mentality a must.
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
408/370.5743.
PT.
Fast
priced
SHIPPING/REC
Pimbg iii sir. fir SJSU. Flex hrS.
Erro, a.. Call Lisa 4082754784. CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
STUDENT INTERN to the President Ask us howl 517-324-3090 ext.
Pin ruiting strident leaders to work C60411.
in hours per week for the Office
L Student Interns to the President. $1500 weekly potential mailing
VYork as a liaison tor SJSU our circulars Free information,
Prr,ident Robed Caret attending Call 410 783 8272
ident organization meetings,
r.eiting un student meetings with WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
the Presrdent and forwarding for USMC 005 and flight training.
’.’anent concerns to the Presider I. Salary 30-36K/yr. Tuition assisxcetlent verbal and written) tance available. Must be: F/T
rrormorm +irons skills nerded. strident or possess BA/BS.
y isgtrirv desrrablo liS citizen. under 28 years old.
rrer now till Capt Sosa at 408971 3791.
April 6,
,135,11 ritir;r1
),Pi lit
41,1 k, .1
/pf 1;11, {,;;;;;m1o411,, DAYCARE TEACHERS. 58 school
Oft r; 1 rher flarr ’206 Our -bons seeks responsible individuals for
Irrr ii
,,r,,
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon No ECE units are
924 2,0+1
required. Previous experience with
PROGRAMMER
WInNT DD children preferred. Please contact
ii IL, MIT author Cathy at 244 1968 x16.
1,i I .r rorro-rr rr; rrurgrrirur,r,
r/1.11, 32
TEACHERS nigh quality, licensed
;1 " ;
hildcare centers for 2 12
rrtirprirrrre,I,
year rrldr-..
rr,
fix PT/FT positrons
511 .;1111 Great Arnenca Prk.wv.
Days. Eve. Weekends
’r.ir Cr.11.11,01,4
’ ’
Mini 6 ECE required
v.
Team environment
DRIVERS NEEDED
Pi-net:Is available
1,orp Office 260-7929.

CLERICAL - Personal Asst remind
hy computer magazine author. P/T
Will train in MS Office, Qbooks, etc.
Pus. transcrpts. it. hitt requirements
Pr!. 5201 Great Amenca Prkwy,
rude 320. Santa Clara 95054.
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SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Elem. school -age rec. program.
Great for Students.
P/T from 2-6pm, M -F during the
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
school year. Some P/T morning
We pay OTT after 8 hours!
positions available from approx.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
lam-lIam.F/Tdunng summer day
camp prog. Xlnt salary. no ECE Cal 4C6-286-5880 orappYin person
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ.
Dept. Call Jaiet at 354-8700 x223.
(Not available school year? Call for
summer employ. lifeguards, camp OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
leaders. pert. &cultural arts campy Education Award through Amen corps at the San Jose ConservaSERVERS - APPUCATIONS NOW tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
being accepted for servers who individuals to work with "at risk"
are energetic, friendly, and hard youth for year-long positions. High
working. Day and Evening shifts School diploma required & ability
available. Apply in person: 2-4, MD, to get class B license. $6.25
at The Old Spaghetti Factory, 51. hourly plus benefits. Full/Part-time.
N. San Pedro, downtown San Jose, Call Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"*
Receptionist, Office Clerk
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Flextle hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
Warehouse Clerk
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media Cal 408/942-8886
or fax to 408/942-8260
Promotions 494-0200.
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Women ages 2129, healthy,
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. GRAPHIC ARTIST- Position availBonus Ice Crynele & Japanese &Pas. able 18-20 hours per week. Must
be enrolled in the SJSU School of
PLEASE CALL WWFC
Art. Contact the Student Union
800-314-9996
Directors office, 924-6310.
VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to for Autistic girt 512./hour, more
for experience. Paid training. Part$15 per hour. 867-7275.
time afternoons & weekends.
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. Please call 408/946-8211.
Small World Schools has PartSECURITY
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
Full and Part Time Positions
p.m., permanent and summer
Graves. Swings and Weekends
positions available. Units in CD.
Low key job sites
ECE. Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
Will train
If you are interested in working
Abcom Private Security
with a high quality child care
408-247-4827
company call 408-379-3200 x21

TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
INSTRUCTION
P/T Elementary Schools.
Degree or Credential NOT Required,
Opportunity fcr Teaching Experience. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
Need Car.
Voice M31: Al:8)287-41700# 408 excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
E0E,/AAE
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
one on one in company car. Good Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad. Call Bill at 408-298,6124.
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours Wit. Good pay. 30 Years Teaching Experience
999W. San Carlos St. 971.7557.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
www.deluxedriving.com
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY National Teachers Guild Assn.
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers "National Suzuki Assn,
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexiStarting 520/hr.
Call 408.241-6662
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
in Santa Clara foryour
not required. Please contact
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTERVEW
HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
SPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT.
salar, riegotnike 11V, Ill Or ’Wt.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours.
SERVICES
Applir.r1rAS MUSt
Rfrfirpurilirr1K
patience am a good heart.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
CHILDCARE CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
Must be able to watch her in the
Great for Students!
afternoon after school, 3 or 4 Serving Downtown San Jose. Reasonable rates by hour. day.
week. Call Ida. 278-1046.
Inner City Express.
days per week until father gets
home Also on weekends when 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
TAXPREPARATION487-3203
father is working. PREFER FEMALE
APPLICANTS " For mmmi info Of an BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
interview, please call Allan at Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Day- Evening Weekend
4088108900 or 4089236900. Students needed in the immediate
area. RP-time/part time openings. ComputenzedLicensedBonded
Call today 1-650968-9933.
ATTENTION
International Bartenders School. WRIHNO HELP. Fast professional
Education and Scienr.e Majors
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Essays, letters, application
is looking for enthusiastic
EARN EXTRA CASH $
statements, proposals, reports,
instructors for our afterschool
up to $600/month!
etc For more info. please call
Scant r Clubs & Summer Camps.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
K 6th Grade. Will Train,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
S1S/hir.
To Apply Please Call
Contact California Ctyobank
1650 324-1900, M -F. 8-4:30.
1 800 213 9796

VEHICLES FOR_SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

WORD PROCESSING

HEALTH & BEAUTY

* CONVENIENCE *
NEW TOYOTA CARS & TRUCKS
Special Grad & Pm-Grad Programs
Mention This Ad & Save $$
Save Time With
BOB MANN
1888-9445170
Stevens Creek Toyota Superstore

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable,
ample parking. Walk or tide bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo.
Call 288-9157.

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projectsetc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications fcr med/law school, etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

2 (ORM APARTMENT- 5950/M0.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.

AUTO SERVICES

WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
"Where quality is a must"
"Specializing in minor and
mid-size damage "Free detailing
"Free pick up "Free delivery
"Free estimates "Insurance Work
"All makes & models
SHARED HOUSING
We accept: Visa. Master Card.
Discover & Amencan Express
AVAILABLE in San Jose
ROOMS
Phn: 408/287-8337
440 N. First St. #120 San Jose State University Club. Located
conveniently close to campus on
the corner of 8th and San
Salvadore. Quiet, comfortable
INSURANCE
residence, ideal for faculty, staff
or visiting scholars. Cal 293-1735.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
HOUSING EXCHANGE
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
HOUSING EXCHANGE.
HAWAII
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
3 bdrm/2bath home with great
"Good Student" "Family Mult-car" mountain views. Convenient
location to Honolulu. University arid
CALL TODAY 296-5270
beaches. Need exchange in
FREE QUOTE
mid-peninsula area 7/98 to 6/99.
NO HASSLE
Call 808-956-7082.
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

TUTORING

STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
SR-22’s on the Same Day

ENGUSH ’TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.

Hiring Now- Bilingual
(English/Spanish)
PHN: 408.247-3734
FAX: 408-247-5417
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FUNDRAISING
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Fundraising opportunities
available. No financial obligation
Great for clubs.
For more information call
18881 51 A Plus ext. 51.

MENIES
EXPLORING YOUR FAITH It COD?
"Have questions?
Cunous?
Need a study break?
"Make Mends, have fun!
"DINNER & DISCUSSION
Every Wednesday, 5:30.7:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
(Except 3/11. 4/8 Montalvo Rm)
Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408-293-2401. ABLange@aol.com
http://membesad.oxiVF_piCornm.S.1

TRAVEL
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T
Mexico/Canbb $2094249 R/T
HAWAII $119 o/w
Call 415-834-9192
http://www.airhitch.org

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 6553225

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out.
The Enlleitiownent Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
55 11w Book Cafe Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
(408)978-8034
GrosbcAl fates & rterdenomnaemal
Others sac its always new arid vital."
’It supports tine in my life... 1 get in contact with the real me,"
experience wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a moine.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR NAriosim. / Aurscv RATES cAr.i. 408-924-3277
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
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Vvrirlilto Preserves, Con
essionaires, Firefighters & more
unipetribdr wages benefits
Ask ii-, how, S11.124 .111() ext
560411

oak
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Name

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$t 1
$12
$13
$14

TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
GOO,/
hOUTS
available
Ank for Mike, 261 132

3 lines
$5
4 lines
$8
TA
Shoes
$7
$9
IS lines
$8
$10
Silo, each additional line.

$1.000’s Wieldy Processing Mall
$1 Per Envelorx, ,40 i) 245 739 i
ree 810 Pnonfr rani rri.rt frircallinkT

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day.
First Nne (25 spaces) sel in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available el bold for $3 each

CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
I or,, mm 1,,01/4) month F ri 0.161
svel if 111(IPP. Caribbean err, r
fart the ft 1 sour, Or Ring iO19.
It ti 44 Mit r 2 ig

ALASKA SUMMER EhIPLOYMENI
Fishing industry f (Merit earn
ings & benefits potential All major
employers. Ask us howl 517324
3115 ext A60411.

A

$to
$13
$12

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines. $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

*AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED*
MEN & WOMEN
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
or using chemicals. Let us
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
permanently remove your
Punctuation/Editing. 24+ yIS Er
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
WP 5.1/FP Laser. PAM’S
Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
PRCCESSIONaL IAORD PROCESSNG.
Students & faculty receive 15%
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
WORD PROCESSING.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
"Theses "Term PapersResumes
(408) 37 9-3 500.
*Group Projects
All formats, including ADA 4th Ed.
FOR THE SUMMER
$VEIGHT
LOSE
Laser Printer, Experienced.
Safe and fast, all herbal. Free
Dependable, Quick Return.
consultation. 30 day money back.
Almaden/Branham area.
408/792-3480.
(40812644504.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
remkided that, WIWI ineldng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all flans
offering employment Widnes
Wcoupons for discount
wreath:ow et merchiardise

COMPUTERS ETC.
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers.
486, Pentium, Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurbq equipment is warranted.
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. betw Hwy
85 & 280 new Lawrence Espy.
. 403473-8070

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634-7575.
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LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural, Doctor recommended.
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks!
Free samples. 408/7920323.

SPORTS/THRILLS
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
"Low Down / Monthly Payments
"No Driver Refused
"Cancelled or Rejected
Dui "Suspended License
"Accidents Tickets
"Immediate SR Filings
"Good Dryer Discount
"Non/Owner Operator
Sam - 8prn, Monday- Saturday
"Free Phone Quotes
"Call Us Now...
"(408) 241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

male

PT CUSTOMER SERVICE
’.1I Airs,e, phone
r.
’ristrt rrLiritisa 408

FAX: 408-924-3282

Please check

Address

/

one classification:

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1
5
8
12
14

Gymnast Korbut
Faint
Not any
Question
Island near
Borneo
15 Done with
16 Canadian doctor
17 Baltic Sea
feeder
18 Eugene O’Neill’s
daughter
19 Lizards and
turtles
21 Blow aexplode
23 Be ill
24 Compact mass
25 Woolly one
26 Shrine
30 Lofty nest
32 Bristles
33 Flatter
37 Church calendar
38 Breakfast item
39 Cure
40 Cold -weather
garb
42 Twill -weave
fabric
43 Poet’s spring
44 Sullen
45 Baseball great
Mel 48 Finale
49 Boxer’s punch
50 - May Alcott
52 Crude
57 Lodges
58 Cat’s utterance
60 Dodge adroitly
61 Gore, to Clinton
62 Rainbow
rss
adkde7s 64 Vortex
65 ’My Gal -"
66 Shipshape

63

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
UMUMM
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OMMO
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Sudo

Phone

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
&slime State University
San Jima CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Dental Hall, Room 209
II Deadline. 10e0 a m. two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid le No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Rental Housing
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’ Shared Housing’
Events’
Real Estate
Announcements’
Serinces*
Lost and Found"’
liealttvBeauty
Volunteers’
Sivas/Three
For Sale’
Insurance
Autos For Sale’
Entertainment’
_Travel
Computers Etc
Wanted*
_Tutoring’
_Word Processing
Employment
Scholarships
Oppodunrtms

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 311,108d for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In) DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
El
9
10
11
13
14
20
22
24
26
27
28

Smell
Misplace
Swig
Assist in crime
Some parents
"- Got You
Under My Skin"
Elizabeth’s
sister
Monkey homes
Call forth
Extend a
subscription
Climb a
soapbox
Court cases
Actor Grey
Fib
Mine entrance
Tiniest
Quaker’s
pronoun
Deserve
South of
France

29
30
31
33
34
35
36
38
41
42
44
45
46
47
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
59

Evidence
Look forward to
An anesthetic
Logical
Flying prefix
Dawdles
Artist Paul Tidal waves
Negative votes
Wept
Spring mo
Martini addition
-- up got fit
Adjusted
Wrench
parts
Early Cosby
show
Seethe
Cosmetics
company
Demolish
Theory
Not worth
a red Important
time period
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Seniors awarded scholarship
By Susan Shan
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Speedy access ;end a four it, iv
split of a newly -established
tiI5.000 scholarship fund from the.
Fairmont Hotel: these’ are. the’
factors that helped Kelly Mull,
l’eav ’.lekewsky. Kristi McAllen’
tiul Vi /it 1 KI t WI/ 1 iiii Wit 11 hiliikS
;end tuition this semester
The money was .twirled Dec.
18 tee the fieur seniors el San eloste
State l’iliversitys I lospitality
according to
1\lana"fenient,
Ilespitality
iii
Directer
Nlanagement Kate. Sullivan
is. Ili,
its is, reward
turn...,
some geed students future’ they
g.raduide: Sullivan sod
The. !Mil 11.1’11/11.11tS have felto thank for the
InA
leur-A.,’ split et the. money.
appreaclied my hospitality
strategie- 5 lass:said SlilliVall
..k.e) guys. what ’veldt! be.
Mir’. They decided to split the.

lintel Spokesperson Lina
scholarship four way:Recipient Makovsky, an limiter Broydo said thee award marks
the first time in
from
student
the hotel’s 11 Israel, said his
year history in
purtion of $1,250
San Jose it has
(livered all of his
offered a college
tuition for winter
The immediate
scholarship.
semester and
a
"Having
beseks.
the
to
access
university right
"It was a big
help," he said.
money allowed us next to us, it was
a given we would
Makovsky
do this (provide
graduate’s in May to reward some
scholarthe
and is curre.ntly good students
ships)," Broydo
int erviewing wit le
Fairmont before they gradu- said.
the
The
award
Hotel for a possi
selection criteria
ble. job after grin1 ate.
Sullivan was established
Kate
lie hopes to be
director of Hospitality by the SJSU
a general managManagement Hospitality
Management
er at a hotel, "or
Department and
perhaps combine
the’
SJSU
my 11.ing experiPresident’s office
ence t’er a career
in the airline Its nil 1111V 111(1111:4- and included a minimum of a 3.0
grade point average, work expetry." he said Mak, % \
private pilet,
rience in the hospitality industry

66

99

and financial need, according to
Sullivan.
Sullivan said the recipients
were selected by a committee
that included two faculty members and two members of the
Management
Hospitality
Department’s Executive Advisory
Board, including representatives
from the Santa Clara and San
Jose Convention and Visitors
Bureaus.
Providing incentive for the
next generation of hotel managers in San Jose was the motivation behind establishing the
annual scholarship fund, according to Broydo.
The Fairmont Hotel, located
about four blocks from campus,
employs 35 SJSU students,
which is about five percent of its
650-member workforce.
The Fairmont has donated
hotel rooms and meeting space
to SJSU for visiting speakers
and special events.
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I hats St ri eels. a chemistrv prefesser, said that the. la(’
tills i-I sirs thu iee ready his take. r Ii iiina).
haVetest
eirtlial proposals, but if slime sir
this- Ctil proposal,
like taking department chairs
eta Jul the bargaining mid
(lune te, pass, faculty
should be. prepar,-,11,, strike."

Continued from page 1
iii it V center but the neet exchange last
names. :teldresses or phone numbers.
But
said some participants
che,ese to maintain total anonymity.
.11’. Cushman, an SJSU electrical
engineer major, sees a similarity
between egg donation and adoption.
"I’d rather not know my biological
1114)111," Cushman said. "The parents
are. the ones who raise. you."
The center also provides referrals
to medical ;end legal services and
therapists specializing in infertility.
Ferguson treats the donor and the
recipient ;et the. Fertility and
Reproductive. Health Institute’ after
they hr eve been united by fertility centers, ;end sun ’ens participants for
family and medical histories.
Sod t
a San Francisco State
student, rese’arche’d the high demand
tier Asian donors in thee United States.

He spoke with Emiko Ono, a spokeswoman for a Bay Area fertility clinic
called Family Line.
"The clinic will pay more for Asian
eggs because it is harder to find Asian
donors, according to Family Line,"
Dallas said. "The Asian culture disapproves the sharing of one’s family’s
genetics outside) the family unit.
According to Family Line, Asian
women who donate their eggs do so in
secrecy to avoid scorn from their family ;end relatives."
Dallas also said that One, told him
that many Asian women come to the
States because the procedure is not
available in their own countries.
Gina Leonard, an SJSU psychology major, wishes couples would adopt.
"God is the author of life," Leonard
said. "He can make any life, and it’s
all beautiful, no matter how it is
manipulated."
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Continued from page 1
don’t need to ii -s a i>’’-. iii
st rat’aci said "This is no different from faculty memhers signing it petition "
Pelit ;cal scietwe chair Terry Christensen disagreed.
-Must sit us never take. our personal holiday,"
Christensen said "Se even taking it is significant for
some sit us It’s just a v:iy of getting a point across to
tIt,’ trieste.es"
StraLici said it was tee early in the bargaining
lel) ashen,
game ter I his
..Th,,s SI TA /Eli yi’t f make it salary propesal."
I attic’ silts! -The, contract negetiations must bes decries
h.\ .1111 1 irs got faculty pa%
cfloct
the ( TA dues not
e% cve.c. according te
’yam 11. tect.te et talc helfAt.e.te the...fiel it Niity thriitigh the.
heginningsri( /defier, ’Olen many faculty .ere eut for
the’ ..ilritrtie’t’ ’Ve.e. %%filet all artise. vie’, Ilea a pl.:sive.
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Online: Donations can give women hope
thm liii imeds to corm, from a by credit card or certified check.
Continued from page 1
beetle consent . willing he alleAti little tee
David Towles, spokesperson for Xytex,
!nye. relationship. That’s not what e sperm
and videotape/photograph this splendid &illation, is lihtalt.HIT .111:4ll RIJI/i1) of’
said that they don’t sell directly to potential
’vioL Another says. "I just love to help Catholic Campus Ministry.
parents.
women get pregnant .. natural donation
Environmental studies junior Gigi
"We have. to have accounts with their docNguyen said shes wouldn’t plarle all 11(1 On thee tors," Towles said.
v’
Lesbian couples. single women and Internet for .1 sperm donor.
Interested patients don’t just enter their
"I wesildn’t know if’ the person has genet - credit card number and receive their Federal
%% omen nearing menopause ;ire semil .,1 the
petential pare.nts, according t
Express package for a semen samSurrogati. Mothers ()tuline ’II sr pie. They must call the 800-number to get thee sample) sent to a
can specify hair color. eye color.
Ihickground ;Intl the height
physician or medical specialist
of the. 1111111 5111111 ’syretet hIt’- sir Its ’Iwho has signed an agreement with
his Not that it’s morally wrong, but it just Xytex.
t’s
California
Cryobank
Inc.
ea$,*
he’
11.1.111)...111
%O le. 1.1,1re. wouldn’t be something for me.
ef the.
spokesperson Marla Eby said that
aels ..11 the site are. looking for
they want to make’ it as easy as
Shane Karlin possible tier people with infertility
demo., %%he, 11.11Ct %Valli tee lee. hill.111
SJSU student problems.
really re.111pe.1)....alpel her their
stwrin. Surrogate Nlotliers (Milne
"Confidentiality is a big issue,"
cautions that there is a risk when
Eby said.
u -ti
liee.v
tel
Eby said that sperm donors get
dividends
ic problems I vould want to know the. father paid $35 tee $50 per visit and can donate up
Advertising junior Shane Karlin said that el my child," Nguyen said.
to three. times a week.
Internet sperm
he probaldy.
Laborate.ries ;else, offer sperm ever the
These laboratories have profiles on
dotior Alt
svben he. was iii a traler1111%.
Trip hi,s is, sperm delvers and also donors and test for HIV, syphilis, gonorhea,
11.ke
to
thie.re.
donate sperm as a it
his he mew,. expensive These labs can be. chlaznyclia and hepatitis B and C. They also
mined on the.
fiindraHer
at wwiscrvoleiiiik.com and quarantine semen samples for 180 days
morally wrong. hut it lust X.ktex
"Not th.it
mindspring cont. Prices befiere they are released for usee. Medical his%vuukin’t
,...1111011111i; fer
I)irlin said
for semen samples depend on the number of tories are taken and chromosome analysis is
I lowe’.1.1.. inenibers ish the. (’it Its situ
elicits, hot ralirc from $250 to $.100 including used to screen for genetic disorders, but
(’;emietis Nlinistry deee’t recesimiettel using
S..rvires rendered sire. either billed scre’e’ns are. not accurate for specific diseases,
thee’ Internet for such purpose’s.
tee physicians by inveicee or paid in advance they reported.
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Tell mom most of what
you’re up to.

11 -800 -COLLECT

